
The Floor Lamp
How to Assemble:



3x Tube (A, B, C)

1x Lampshade

1x Bolt

1x Light Bulb

1x Hex Tool

1x Wire Support
Components

Pro Tip: If you’re considering a return, save your packaging!



Step: 1 of 7

Begin by positioning Tube B so the leg 
portion is facing away from you. 

Take Tube C and positition it so it points to 
the right. Slide the lugs on Tube C up, into  
the pins on Tube B. 

Then, take Tube B and position it so it points 
to the left. Slide the lugs Tube A up, into the 
pins on Tube B. The lugs on each tube should 
be stacked with B on top, C in the middle, and 
A on the bottom. 

The assembly should form a tripod at the 
base—at the top the two ‘arms’ should be 
inline and facing in opposite directions.
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Step: 2 of 7

Once the three tubes are attached correctly, 
insert the bolt into the bottom three lugs 
and tighten it with the provided hex tool.
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Step: 3 of 7

Next, turn the lamp upright so it’s standing 
and gently push to insert the light bulb.
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Step: 4 of 7

Attach the Wire Support by sliding one 
end of the support over the end of Tube 
A.Then, slide the opposite end over the 
end of Tube C.
 
The wire should slide onto the tubes just 
past the notch at each end. It should fit 
snugly and stand upright on its own.
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Step: 5 of 7

Carefully remove the Lampshade from  
the packaging (located beneath the tubes). 
Identify the Left and Right side caps on 
either end of the Lampshade (indicated  
by L and R stickers). 

Insert the Left side plastic plug into the 
end of Tube A. Gently push it in until the 
small wooden dowel seats fully into the 
notches at the end of the tube. Carefully 
bend the shade over (without creasing!) 
and insert the Right side plug into the  
end of Tube C, again ensuring that the 
small wooden dowel seats fully into the 
notches at the end of the tube.
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Step: 6 of 7

Once assembled, gently remove ‘L’ & ‘R’ 
stickers from the lampshade as well as 
stickers ‘A’, ‘B’, & ‘C’ from the tubes.
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Step: 7 of 7

You’re done! Plug in your Floor Lamp and 
turn it on!
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READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE ASSEMBLY & 

USE. ADULT ASSEMBLY REQUIRED. KEEP SMALL 

PARTS AND PACKAGING AWAY FROM CHILDREN.

NOTES ON USE:
Keep children and others safe by following these 

simple rules:

Do not allow any child to play on furniture

Do not allow climbing on any piece of furniture

Do not allow hanging from any piece of furniture

Assembly:
Use extra caution when assembling and 

have someone assist you. Do not change the 

specifications or modify this product. Incorrect 

assembly can cause product to fail and cause 

personal injury. Double check that product is 

assembled correctly and that all fasteners are 

tightened before use.

Usage:
Remove all packaging before first use. Contact 

with live electrical voltage can cause serious injury 

and lead to death from electric shock. There is a 

risk of burns from the LED light bulb and nearby 

components while in operation and until it cools 

down. Failure to observe recommended practices 

can result in unsafe usage conditions and product 

damage or personal injury.

• Damaged electrical components must be replaced 

 by a qualified electrician.

• Do not place lamp near open flames such as   

 candles.

• Keep away from water. There is a risk of  

 electric shock if any part of the lamp is 

 submerged in water.

• Only meant for indoor use.

• Only use LED light bulbs with a G9 socket.

• Do not touch the LED light bulb while it is on.

Cleaning/Care:
Clean lamp frame with a dry or damp lint free  

cloth. Carefully dust paper shade with dry cloth  

or a duster. Paper shade is fragile and should be 

handled with care.
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